
Using iframe to customize your Exhibitor page layout freely.

【Risk and Regulation when using iframe for your page】
Please check the following restrictions before contacting us.

Inter BEE Online obtains visitor information through their click history. However, if iframe is used, we will only be 
able to offer the information on visitors that visited the exhibitor page, not the click history of the visitor.

The embeddable contents are limited to the pages created for Inter BEE ONLINE. 
※Please contact the secretariat if you wish to have the content displayed in an iframe.
※After contacting the secretariat, you will be asked to provide the URL of the page to be displayed in an iframe.

If you are interested we will send you a application form, please fill out the information and send it back to us.
※After receiving the URL, we will issue a test URL and basic authentication ID and password within 3 working days.
※All pages must have a specified header and footer embedded in them.
※Please note that due to the overall impact, it is not possible to adjust the Inter BEE ONLINE site individually.
※It is expected that the display may be affected by the visitor's viewing environment (device, browser, etc.),

so please check the test URL well in advance.
※It must be an HTTPS site.
※Use the preview function to make sure that the links in the page transition correctly. 

(Please do not designate Target:Blank.)
※Your site should be designed to be responsive.
→The breakpoints for the entire site are set at 850px and 480px. (planned) 

※The width will be shown as 100%.
※The height is calculated automatically by Javascript and displayed at 100%.
※You need to allow iframes to be loaded in the URL to be launched.

For exhibitors who wish to customize their own booths, the Premium Plan provides 
an iframe format to display their exhibitor page.
※Please consult with us on an individual basis after reading the notes below.

Create your own 
exhibitor page in  

iframe
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